Model simulation

21
The global hydrological model PCR-GLOBWB (Van Beek et al 2011 , Wada et al 2011 2013) was used to simulate natural and regulated daily discharges ( ̂ and ̂ ) during 2012 in the Yangtze Basin downstream of the TGD. We refer to Van Beek et al (2011) and 24 Wada et al (2011, 2013 ) for the detailed model descriptions. In brief, the PCR-GLOBWB model 25 simulates for each grid cell (~10 km by ~10 km in this study) and for each time step (daily) the 26 water storage in two vertically stacked soil layers and an underlying groundwater layer. The 27 model computes the water exchange between the soil layers, and between the top layer and the 28 atmosphere (rainfall, evapotranspiration, and snowmelt). Simulated specific runoff from the two 
36
To simulate ̂ and ̂ , two model runs were performed on the years 2004-2012, using fixed 37 climatic forcings in the Yangtze Basin downstream of the TGD but different entry flows at the 38 TGD grid cell calibrated by observed daily TGD inflows ( ) and outflows ( ), respectively.
39
The amount of Yangtze flow regulated by the TGD is quantified as the difference between 40 and . As stated in the main paper, we ignored the secondary regulation of by the 41 Gezhouba (GZB) dam, a small afterbay located 38 km downstream from the TGD, considering 42 the fact that daily agree highly with GZB outflows (approximated by observed flows at
43
Yichang located only ~6 km downstream from the GZB) (shown in Figure S1 ). The simulated
44
̂ correlate well with daily observations ( ) available at st.2-3, 6, 7, 9, and 12 (with 2. Discharge calibration
58
We followed a two-step procedure to calibrate the simulated discharges ( ̂ and ̂ ) at each 59 studied gauging station. In general, the identified time lag was first removed from the daily 60 simulations. For the stations missing in situ flows, the derived lag-free simulations were next 61 calibrated by flow observations ( ) at adjacent stations.
62
In the first step, station simulations were adjusted as below: at Chenglingji (st.5) and Hukou (st.10) before and after the calibration were respectively 120 compared in Figure S2 . 
155
The mathematical expression for a two-segment rating curve, for instance, was given below 171 Table S2 summarizes our fitting results of the yearly rating curves for each studied station.
172
Very high goodness of fit was achieved, with most R-squared values greater than 0.98. Since the 173 fitted rating curves determine the fidelity of derived Yangtze levels, it is necessary to understand 174 the existing uncertainties in our fitting method and how they could potentially affect level 175 estimations. Here we summarize two major factors/sources, as briefly discussed below. 1956 5.4103 0.0220 0.6882 7.8822 19.5413 15.8518 21.3680 -20.0104 -1.5550 -8.1737 18.7292 11.3978 [26.4, 33.0] 0 falling lakes/tributary influx downstream or ii) rapidly rising main stem flows upstream.
247
The adjusted natural discharges ( ) at each station were calculated as:
Similar to , the calculated should not be considered as realistic estimates of natural 250 discharges. Following this, we estimated the station levels under the non-regulation scenario ( )
251
and the static-channel scenario ( ), respectively as: 
256
We acknowledged several merits of this method. As described in this procedure, the TGD-
257
induced level changes were estimated using the derived natural discharges relative to the 258 observed levels, rather than using the natural discharges relative to the observed flows. By doing 259 so, we avoided part of the erroneous water levels estimated by subcritical or supercritical flows.
260
The calculated level changes also complied better with the specific geometries of the local To identify the dominant source that disturbed the station ratings, we estimated the critical 277 levels ( ) that were required to pass the observed/calibrated discharges under TGD's regulation Poyang. TGD's influences on Jiujiang levels were thus derived indirectly from level changes at
296
Hukou (refer back to Table S2 ). Water levels at Jianli were quantified by using its own S-D 297 ratings due to a farther distance and thus weaker impacts from Lake Dongting.
298
The dominance of downstream influences is expressed as clockwise looped rating curves. As seasons exhibit minor differences from the slope of the steady-flow rating, except a more drastic 310 increase of subcritical levels around March-April attributed to the initial rising of Lake Dongting.
311
In this sense, our estimated level increase at Jinali in early spring may be underestimated by less 312 than ~0.3 m; the estimation uncertainties in other seasons are mostly minor. in Figure S4b ) appear fairly parallel to the steady-flow rating, implying that the uncertainties of 326 estimated level changes are likely small.
327
Besides the seasonality of main stem and tributary flows, the dynamics of river-lake 328 interactions also play an important role in estimating Yangtze level changes. As described in the 329 main paper, TGD's flow regulation leads to a potential 'blocking effect' on the connected lakes other stations). However, such patterns were not seen from the observed station levels in Figure   349 S3: water levels in fall are mostly supercritical at Jianli and Jiujiang and subcritical at the other winter. This uncertainty of estimated low-flow erosion was not identified at the other stations. Water levels at high-flow stages were subject to additional lifting due to stronger backwater 
